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Executive summary.
i.

This paper provides an in-depth view of the cost history of the Typhoon aircraft and briefly
discusses the relative merit of the major investment in that project compared with the
strategic need for other Armed Forces equipments.

ii.

It remarks upon the special relationship that exists between British Aerospace systems and
MoD/RAF and questions the motives of that relationship in the context of getting the “right
bang for the buck” in terms of justifiable defence procurement spending.

Introduction.
1.
The statement from the Right Honourable Margaret Hodge MP, Chair of the Committee of
Public Accounts, on Tuesday 22nd of February 2011 raised the issue of the Typhoon project: “In 200910 the Department had to commit an extra £2.7 billion on the Typhoon project, including the
purchase of 16 additional aircraft, to honour its commitments. The resultant cost increase has
contributed to the £36 billion gap in the defence budget. We will take further evidence on the
Typhoon project in the spring.”
2.
Putting this in perspective, the balance between our long-term strategic defence needs and
how these are not being met by recent rounds of MoD spending is worthy of comment – in
particular in relation to the Typhoon project. This paper attempts to present a clear picture of this
issue. Unfortunately, this ‘picture’ has for the most part been kept hidden from the public and from
our politicians.

What We Do Know – Information in the Public Domain.
The Role and Cost of Typhoon – before and after the Cold War ended.
Before the Cold War ended.

3.
232 Typhoon aircraft were ordered with the specific role of protecting the UK home land
base from the perceived air threat from Soviet Russia. DPA figures, 2001, were given as follows:
“On a resource accounting basis, the cost to the UK of development is estimated to be £4.9 billion
(£21.1 million per aircraft) and of production plus initial support £16.5 billion (£71.1 million per
aircraft)t. The total project cost coming out at £21.4 billion.
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After the Cold War ended.

4.
With the end of the Cold War, all perceived military air threats to the UK home land base
were considered negligible/non-existent (SDR 98 and the follow-up papers). This left the Typhoon
with no role other than the policing of UK airspace against intruders and against militia type terrorist
activity (9/11). Such a role can be conducted with no more than two squadrons of Tranche 1
Typhoon aircraft.
5.
In spite of this, the MoD in conjunction with British Aerospace Systems went ahead with
plans to convert this single role fighter aircraft into an aircraft with some ground and surface attack
capability. There was no strategic or operational justification for this expenditure particularly as
several studies have clearly shown that the Typhoon could not be operated from aircraft carriers
without massive air frame and systems redesign. The aircraft could not therefore be deployed
without prepositioning in support of Expeditionary Task Force Operations (SDR 98 et al). The cost of
this additional development programme has not been made public.
6.
At the time of the sale of Typhoon aircraft to Saudi Arabia, the in life cost of the RAF
Typhoon aircraft was given by DPA to be £68.5 billion. It is important to note that:
a) The given unit procurement cost of Typhoon in the Saudi Arabia contract was £61.11
million giving a total procurement cost for 72 aircraft of £4.4 billion.
b) The in-service cost of the Typhoon programme for Saudi Arabia was given as £15 billion
or £208.33 million per aircraft.
Reference paragraph 3 above, it must be questioned why Saudi Arabia should have paid only £61.11
million per aircraft when the initial cost to the Royal Air Force vote was £92.2 million per aircraft.
(British taxpayers were subsidising foreign sales by British Aerospace Systems).
Discussion on Role and Cost.

7.
The overall cost of the Typhoon programme as given by DPA of at least £68.5 billion can be
brought into perspective in relation to the build cost of two Queen Elizabeth class aircraft carriers for
which there is an agreed strategic and operational role (circa £5.5 billion).
8.
The extra £2.7 billion referred to by Margaret Hodge at paragraph 1 above exacerbates
these figures and, if amortised across the 16 ‘additional’ aircraft referred to above, produce a unit
cost for each aircraft of £168.75 million – an 83% increase in unit price over 2001 DPA figures. This is
the price of one new Type 23 frigate or the procurement cost of 4 ½, generation 4.5, F-18 Super
Hornet multirole fighters – and we must ask, which of the these has an order more strategic and
operational global utility?

The Latest British Aerospace Systems/Royal Air Force Typhoon
Initiative.
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9.
A new proposal that the Typhoon can be modified to enable it to operate from aircraft
carriers as a full ‘swing role’ fighter aircraft is being made by British Aerospace Systems.
10.
British Aerospace Systems and its European partners are informing the British and the
French governments and their prime prospective overseas customer (India) that this major
modification to the aircraft is feasible and worth substantial Government support and funding. See
Annex A for the press release on this issue. Extracts from a further media outlet are provided at
Annex B.

Background.
11.
Previous MoD-funded studies have already shown that it would be impractical, and noncost-effective for the Typhoon aircraft to be made fully carrier capable. It appears that British
Aerospace Systems is disregarding these studies and has launched a further initiative to persuade
politicians, senior MoD officials and offshore customers that a Navalised Typhoon is feasible and that
Government funds should be made available.
12.
BAE uses computer simulations to validate their proposals. There have been major
inconsistencies in the past with such work. For example, in the mid-90s, British Aerospace Warton
privately developed a carrier deck simulator to and from which it could fly a simulated Typhoon (an
aircraft not then in production). They invited Peter Levine, the then head of the Defence
Procurement Agency, to try out the simulator and to show him how easy it was for the Typhoon to
be operated from a carrier. Mr Levine sat in the cockpit and tried it himself. He was very impressed
as to how easy it was to take off and land back on an aircraft carrier. What he didn’t know was that
the programming of the simulator bore very little relation to reality. But he presumably went away
convinced that flying from aircraft carriers was simple, easy, learnable in a single day and that
Typhoon was readily operable from carriers.
13.
Personal experience (of one of the contributors to this paper) of British Aerospace Warton
simulation is also relevant. In 1980, they created an air combat simulator for the training of frontline
pilots and asked two experienced fighter pilots from the Fleet Air Arm to test out the simulator. They
were pre-briefed that it was “impossible to beat the aircraft in their simulation”. Each pilot flew 12
combat sorties against the “unbeatable” simulated fighter aircraft and both claimed 12 ‘kills’ in quick
time against it. They concluded that the simulation’s failure had to be blamed on the lack of front
line air combat expertise in the BAE design team.
14.
It can be deduced from this latter experience that the carrier deck simulator flown by Mr
Levine had been programmed by company staff with no experience of operating fixed-wing aircraft
from carriers. This ill-designed simulation made carrier deck landing look easy, which it is not, and
Mr Levine was seriously mislead: on all counts.

Carrier Expertise: A Rebuttal of British Aerospace Systems claims.
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15.
Annex C provides a detailed and expert critique of the claims now being made by British
Aerospace Systems concerning the ‘navalisation’ of the Typhoon aircraft.
16.
Annex D provides the reader with a better understanding of the physical aspects of carrier
take-off and landing operations by fixed wing aircraft.

The Relationship between British Aerospace Systems and MoD.
17.
It is clear that the Royal Air Force is supporting the British Aerospace Systems initiative
concerning the proposed ‘navalisation’ of the Typhoon aircraft. Neither the Royal Air Force nor
British Aerospace Systems have any in-depth experience of conventional aircraft carrier operations
and this is amply demonstrated within Annex C to this paper.
18.
What are the motives behind this joint initiative that can only lead to the nugatory
expenditure of taxpayers’ money?
a) Both organisations would benefit from major investment in a development programme for
the attempted navalising of the Typhoon aircraft.
b) Royal Air Force. The RAF has clearly stated their desire to take over all aspects of military
fixed wing aviation including carrier operations.
i) The successful development of a navalised Typhoon would strengthen their case with
respect to this.
ii) The expected failure of such a development would have diverted funds away from costeffective investment in aircraft for the Queen Elizabeth carrier aircraft group.
c) British Aerospace Systems. BAE would ride on the back of RAF pressure and influence in
order to achieve offshore sales of the aircraft. It is not the duty or the remit of our Armed
Forces to procure equipment purely in order to encourage defence industry sales.
19.
This relationship between British Aerospace Systems and MoD/RAF would appear to be
unethical and contrary to the strategic and operational interest of the defence of our nation.
20.
The implications of the on-going criminal investigation into the Air Rescue Privatisation
Project underline this assertion. British Aerospace Systems and other defence related companies
are able to recognise the loudest voice in the MoD and they have made it their business to recruit
retiring senior officers that will assist them in perpetuating the interests of that “loudest voice”.
Whether we like it or not, this practice brings into question the vested interests of those serving in
the MoD. It also provides British Aerospace Systems in particular with a platform/avenue for
obtaining/maintaining lucrative development and production contracts that:
a) are often overpriced compared with international competition and that
b) often do not result in the quality of weapon system desired.
21.
A further question could reasonably be asked, “Did vested interest have any influence at all
on the manner in which the retiring Chief of the Defence Staff misled the Prime Minister concerning
the operational efficacy of the Tornado over the Harrier?” After all, retention of the Tornado in
5

service represents very much more lucrative business for British Aerospace Systems than retaining
the arguably more capable and flexible, carrier-borne Harrier.
22.
Further food for thought is raised by the question: “Did former UK Chief of the Air Staff, Air
Chief Marshall Sir Glenn Torpy (retd), already know in June 2009 that on retirement from the Royal
Air Force he was earmarked to become BAE Systems’ Senior Military Advisor?” I ask this for several
reasons related to the newspaper article by Sean Rayment, Defence Correspondent, Published:
8:30AM BST 07 Jun 2009, a copy of which can be supplied on request. The then Chief of the Air Staff
was quoted in the following manner:
a) He heaped praise upon the Typhoon, the RAF's controversial multi-role combat jet,
which, like the carriers, has been widely dismissed by many senior officers as a waste of
money.
b) The RAF Chief said that anyone – including his fellow senior officers – who suggested
that the aircraft was a waste of money was speaking "rubbish".
c) Sir Glenn claimed that future fixed wing combat operations would be flown and
commanded by the RAF - a matter that will cause most concern in the other services.
d) "We have got to kill some sacred cows to make ourselves efficient. The general public
demand and deserve value for money and if that means we have to rationalise, that is
what we have got to do."
e) Sir Glenn accepted that the move would be highly controversial but added: "It's
something we have to do because otherwise you will not be delivering the maximum
from the defence budget."
f) Sir Glenn was equally forthright on the Typhoon, the RAF's latest combat jet, which
came into service years late and over budget.
g) He added: "There is no other aircraft better than the Typhoon except for a US F22
Raptor and an F22 is significantly more expensive. Typhoon is truly multi-role, it is a
world class aeroplane. It is absolute rubbish to call it a cold war relic and that just
demonstrates that people do not understand what the aircraft does."
23.
His strong support for the Typhoon aircraft, manufactured by the European consortium that
includes BAE Systems, was arguably well over the top. He rubbished those who questioned its utility
and then went on to make incorrect statements about the aircraft which de facto is just as expensive
as the F-22 Raptor (if not more so) and which, at the time, could not in any way be considered “truly
multi-role”. He also inferred that:
a) the Royal Navy fixed wing Fleet Air Arm would soon be subsumed by the Royal Air Force
and that
b) It was a “sacred cow”, albeit not one of his.
24.
In the light of the above, is it not reasonable to question the motives behind Sir Glenn’s
remarks? After all, it appears slightly odd that the head of one of our three armed services should
ignore the National Strategic Policy as laid down in the Strategic Defence Review of 1998 and
subsequent papers. This Policy clearly states the continued need for carrier borne fixed wing aircraft
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for the support of expeditionary task force operations offshore. Was he suggesting that National
Strategic Policy was wrong and was advocating the support of a real “sacred cow” within our midst?
25.
One might be forgiven for deducing from his remarks that it is the Typhoon that is the
“sacred cow” – a vastly overpriced aircraft, the need for which was removed with the end of the
Cold War.

The Detrimental Effect of the Typhoon Project upon the Defence
Budget.
26.
a) The Typhoon aircraft has no role within our National Security and Defence Strategy other
than the interception and interrogation of intruders into UK National airspace. This role can
be conducted effectively with the aircraft already in service with the Royal Air Force. Further
modification to the aircraft to give it a multi role capability is unjustified. (Para 4 to 8 above.)
b) There is no military threat facing UK National airspace.
c) The Typhoon is unsuitable for modification into a navalised carrier capable aircraft. Even if it
proved feasible, markedly cheaper and more multi-role aircraft are available now (Annex C.)
d) In the context of current financial constraints as well as the role and the capability of current
Typhoon aircraft, the procurement of further aircraft must be considered operationally
unadvisable and unjustified. This is particularly so in the light of:
i) The exorbitant cost of each aircraft (the latest 16 aircraft costing £168.75 million per
unit). (Para 8 above.)
ii) The cost and utility of a Type 23 frigate – the same price as one Typhoon aircraft but
with much greater strategic utility.
iii) The cost of true multirole, 4.5 generation, carrier capable aircraft such as the F-18 Super
Hornet which is approximately £37 million.
27.
It is clearly within the financial interest of British Aerospace Systems to keep the Typhoon
“funding ball” rolling on unabated. This is incompatible with the National strategic defence need.
28.
It is also in the interest of the Royal Air Force to try to persuade Ministers that more
Typhoons are required in order to perpetuate the justification for keeping the RAF as an
independent Service.
29.
These two interests are mutually supportive but have no relevance to the operationally
effective expenditure of funds in support of the National strategic need. Vested interests would
appear to be at work to the detriment of the more justifiable equipment programmes of the other
two services. (Para 17 to 25 above.)
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The Way Ahead.
30.
a) There is no operational justification for the further procurement of Typhoon aircraft or
for the further development of Tranche 3 aircraft.
b) The financial penalty for discontinuing further procurement and development of this
aircraft type should be firmly established.
c) The real cost, including in life costs (approximately £300 million per aircraft), of further
procurement of this aircraft type should be established.
d) If the real cost including in life costs is greater than the financial penalty for
discontinuing further procurement and development, then all further procurement and
development should cease forthwith.
31.
It is expected that this way ahead will provide for a major reduction of anticipated
overspend in the short, medium and long term without any real penalty in global operational
capability.

March 2011
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Annex A: AERO INDIA: Eurofighter reveals offer to produce navalised
Typhoon.
By Craig Hoyle
DATE:
SOURCE:

09/02/11
Flight Daily News

1.
The Eurofighter consortium is offering India the opportunity to acquire a new version of
its Typhoon for use from a future indigenous aircraft carrier, with the first firm details of the
proposal having emerged at the show.
2.
One of six contenders battling for the Indian air force's 126-aircraft medium multi-role
combat aircraft (MMRCA) deal, Eurofighter is here touting the potential of a navalised
development which has already been studied in detail in the UK.
3.
"If Typhoon wins MMRCA then India will have the indigenous skills to develop a
navalised version," says Paul Hopkins, BAE Systems' vice-president business development (air)
India. "This is a perfect opportunity for the nation to add aircraft with both land and sea
capabilities."
4.
Being shown in model form for the first time this week, the European type would
receive several new features to support its proposed life at sea. These include a new, stronger
landing gear, a modified arrestor hook and thrust-vectoring control nozzles for its two Eurojet
EJ200 turbofan engines. The latter would enable the fighter to approach the vessel at a reduced
speed without restricting pilot vision by requiring an increased angle of attack.
5.
Eurofighter says only localised strengthening would be required on some fuselage
sections near the landing gear, and to the EJ200. Conformal fuel tanks could also be integrated
with the airframe to extend the strike aircraft's range.
6.
Video footage being shown in the Eurofighter and BAE exhibit areas includes recent
simulation-based imagery of tests made using adapted flight control software and new engine
modelling. Sporting Indian navy markings, the navalised Typhoon is depicted taking off from a
deck space similar to that aboard the ex-Russian navy aircraft carrier Admiral Gorshkov, which
is now being modified for Indian use.
7.
Also of interest for Indian applications is a new weapons option being displayed for the
first time with a full-scale model of the Typhoon. Working in conjunction with Saab and Diehl,
Eurofighter is offering the RBS15 anti-ship missile as a future payload for the multi-role fighter.
8.
The company is also showcasing technologies including an active electronically scanned
array radar offered for the Typhoon, and providing demonstrations with a BAE-developed
smart helmet display system for the type.
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Annex B: Extracts from Defense Update’s Release.
http://defense-update.com/wp/20110210_naval_typhoon.html
1.
While the competition between six international aircraft manufacturers moves on, some
of the competitors are already looking a step further, positioning their respective platforms
addressing possible interest from the Indian Navy. The Super Hornet F/A-18E/F from Boeing
and French Rafale from Dassault are already operational on board U.S. and French carriers,
while the MiG-35 could be matched with the MiG-29K model the Indian Navy already operates.
That leaves the Lockheed Martin F-16IN, Saab Gripen and Eurofighter Typhoon in a
disadvantage.
2.
Well… Things may change quite soon, according to BAE Systems. The company has
anticipated this, highlighting at its display a navalised version of the Typhoon, utilizing few of
the Tranche 3 features, such as thrust vector nozzles, conformal fuel tanks, and spoilers at the
leading edge wing roots, designed to minimize landing speed. Unlike the Super Hornet and
Rafale using catapult launch which requires significant strengthening of the landing gear and
airframe, Typhoon is considered for ‘ski-jump’ equipped carriers only (like QE2 and India’s
future indigenous carriers).
3.
According to Paul Hopkins, Vice President Business Development (Air) at BAE Systems,
simulation tests of a ‘navalised Typhoon’ show the aircraft can take off and land with full
mission payload, including two ‘Storm Shadow’ cruise missiles, four BVR missiles, two short
range missiles, a centerline fuel tank and two conformal fuel tanks – something no other
navalised aircraft can perform. A navalised Typhoon will be new built aircraft, fitted with
strengthened airframe and landing gear. The British decision to switch from STOVL F-35B to F35C conventional take off Lightning could pave the road for reconsideration of using Navalised
Typhoons by the Royal Navy, on QE-2 aircraft carriers.
4.
The Gripen can also potentially be modified for service on aircraft carriers equipped
with Ski Jumps. According to Eddy de la Motte, Director of Gripen operations in India, Saab
performed a feasibility study of operating Gripen on aircraft carriers about ten years ago. The
study determined this possibility is possible, feasible and affordable. ‘We don’t have carrier
experience and will rely on our partners like Embraer and HAL having more experience in this
field to meet such requirement when it comes’ LaMotte said.
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Annex C: Discussion of Reported Statements by British Aerospace
Systems.
Annex A, paragraph 2.
1.
“Eurofighter is here touting the potential of a navalised development which has already
been studied in detail in the UK”.
2.

Comment.
They naturally would not wish to disclose that the formal MoD sponsored studies conducted
in the UK came to the conclusion that a viable navalised version of the Typhoon was not a
practical proposition.

Annex A, paragraph 4 and 5.
3.
“The European type [Typhoon] would receive several new features to support its
proposed life at sea. These include a new, stronger landing gear, a modified arrestor hook and
thrust vectoring control nozzles for its two Euro jet EJ200 turbofan engines. The latter would
enable the fighter to approach the vessel at a reduced speed without restricting pilot vision by
requiring an increased angle of attack.” “Eurofighter says only localised strengthening would be
required on some fuselage sections near the landing gear and to the EJ 200.”
4.

Comment.
a) This proposal appears to be for operating Typhoon in a mode similar to the Russian
'STOBAR' arrangement, where a land based fighter/bomber with a high thrust to weight
ratio is launched from a ramp (ski-jump) and recovered at an acceptably low speed
using a combination of advanced flight controls systems and vectored thrust. Such a
proposal carries significant technical risks, associated with launch, recovery and aircraft
design:
i) Launch Capability.
The basic requirement for a naval aircraft is to be able to launch from the flight deck
under all sea and wind conditions with an operationally effective payload. STOBAR
aircraft face severe challenges in achieving this, which are less severe for both
CATOBAR (CATapult Operations and Barrier ARrested - as per the US Navy) and
STOVL operations, These are set out below.
During any aircraft launch, ramp end speed is crucial (for STOBAR and STOVL, the
speed at which the aircraft leaves the deck-fitted ski jump). A CATOBAR aircraft (e.g.
F/A-18) relies on the power of the steam catapult to achieve the required speed to
generate wing lift. A STOVL aircraft (Harrier or F-35B) leaves the end of the ski jump
at a speed below which wing borne flight is possible, but uses vectored engine thrust
through its centre of gravity to support the aircraft while it accelerates to wing
borne flight speed. Unfortunately, the Typhoon doesn't have a 'powered lift' mode of
the flight – that is lift provided by downward facing nozzles -that can replace wing
lift below normal flying speed. Nor, critically, does it have reaction controls (thrust
nozzles fed by engine air) to control aircraft attitude below normal flying speed.
These factors mean that:
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It can only sustain flight after launch by wing lift and whatever component of
thrust can be generated by a very high angle of flight. This, in turn, generates
drag, which means that the aircraft spends longer in the most dangerous phase
of flight – immediately after deck launch, and
It runs a severe risk of severely degraded handling qualities as it leaves the deck
before full flying speed is reached.
Without a catapult (and BAE acknowledge that the Typhoon cannot use such a
device) the aircraft can only achieve higher end speeds by ever longer take off runs,
which are in turn limited by nose leg loads on the ramp, or by reducing launch
weight – payload. (Looking at the Russian aircraft operations, it is noticeable that
they can only carry light weapon loads.)
ii) It should be noted that during the previous UK MoD funded studies, BAE proposed
the addition of a reaction control system to Typhoon. Such a modification would
involve channelling high-pressure, high-temperature air from both of the engines to
the four extremities of the aeroplane, installing the necessary control nozzles, and
linking this system to the pilot’s control column and the flight control computer
system. This would add significant weight and cost to the aeroplane. Critically, such
a system would also rob the engines of power at precisely the stage of flight when
maximum thrust would be required for safe operation.
iii) If conventional aircraft such as the Typhoon could launch with their normal payload
in under 800 feet, ski jumps would be fitted to all expeditionary air bases where
take-off weight is constrained by altitude and/or temperature. The reason ramps are
not used in this way is because such aircraft cannot benefit from the use of ramps
without very considerable modification.
iv) Landing.
v) The basic requirement is to be able to land safely and rapidly on the ship, carrying a
basic minimum fuel load and also unused weapons, under all conditions, day and
night. For a CATOBAR aircraft, this means that the aircraft has to fly controllably on
the prescribed approach path some four degrees below the horizontal to the flight
deck at a precise, not-to-exceed speed into the arrestor wire – the arrestor wires
have a limiting load beyond which they will break. This is an extremely challenging
requirement and drives the design of CATOBAR aircraft. The standard USN approach
speed is around 130 to 135 knots, which delivers stable approaches and minimum
‘trap intervals’ (essential when numbers of aircraft are being recovered) at a speed
that the arresting cables and engines can cope with. This speed delivers precision
approaches, so that the ship needs only three cables for reliable ‘traps’. It also allows
the aircraft to cope with the ‘burble’, which is the area of turbulent air immediately
behind the ship, through which the aircraft must fly. The four degree downward
approach path minimises the ‘burble’ effects and ensures that the aircraft will not fly
into the stern of the carrier if it is pitching. Finally, this approach allows the aircraft,
should it fail to engage the wire, or suffer a wire or hook failure, to accelerate
immediately and take off again (this is called a bolter) within one second of touching
the deck. The T-45 Goshawk, a very small and basic jet trainer, required massive
redesign of the entire wing and tail to achieve adequate CATOBAR landings. (BAE
are fully aware of these lessons).
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Incidentally, a STOVL aircraft gets around all these issues by applying the ‘stop, then
land’ method, but at the cost of carrying the penalty of a powered lift system.
Typhoon is not designed to fly safely in the landing configuration at these speeds at
normal landing weights and so the BAE suggestion was that with very advanced
flight controls (and possibly vectored thrust?):
(1) The aircraft could be 'over pitched' and
(2) Flared in such a way by the pilot as to arrive at the deck at a low descent rate
and lower speeds - essentially, a dynamically manoeuvred landing along a
horizontal approach path.
vi) This concept would rely on split-second timing, rapid aircraft manoeuvres in the
final seconds of the approach as well as an ability to predict or limit deck motion. It
was also unclear how such an approach would deliver precision touchdown points,
or how it could be converted into a bolter. In all, such a completely unproven
method must be considered extremely risky. The only effective way to reduce some
(not all) of the risks would be to reduce landing weight – critically affecting the
ability to ‘bring back’ weapons.
Furthermore, in spite of the proposed changes, the Typhoon pilot’s view of the
landing sight and deck during the extensive simulator tests carried out continued to
be minimal (or in some cases nil, due to the location of the aircraft’s fore-planes).
This must be considered completely unacceptable if pilot’s lives are not to be risked
unnecessarily. (It should be noted that despite an extremely tight budget, and a
simpler method of landing, the redesign of the RAF Harrier into the Sea Harrier
included an elevated cockpit to solve pilot view issues).
It must be concluded that attempting to adopt the completely new and untried
technique being proposed by BAE would carry extremely high technical and safety
risks that could only be mitigated by an expensive programme of development and
trials. See Annex C for a more detailed explanation of some of the issues involved.
vii) As an indication of how critical the landing issues were found to be, the previous
studies included a proposal for the ship to be fitted with special RB211 gas turbines
to produce an ‘updraft blast’ of air in the landing area and thereby assist the aircraft
to land. Again , this is a completely untried concept –normally, carriers do all they
can to keep gas turbine exhaust away from aircraft during landing, to avoid loss of
thrust due to hot gas ingestion.
viii)

Structure.

ix) The BAE assertion that 'localised strengthening' would be required to operate the
Typhoon from an aircraft carrier would be challenged by any aircraft designer with
experience of naval aircraft, and must be viewed as a grossly optimistic misstatement of the facts.
Putting an aircraft on to a flight deck at around 135 knots and stopping it in a few
hundred feet means taking a great deal of kinetic energy out of the aircraft in a short
time through the landing gear and the arresting hook. The resulting loads are
measured in tens of tons and have to be transmitted through the airframe to get to
the wheels and the hook. This takes metal, and lots of it. (The T-45 Goshawk
required around a ton and a half of extra reinforcement to make it carrier-capable.
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The F-35C CATOBAR variant of the JSF is the least common of the three variants,
with extensive redesign of the structure throughout the entire airframe. )
Moreover, the arresting hook system has to be radically different in design and
operation from a land based emergency system (Typhoon’s arresting hook will most
probably be designed to be thrown away after a single ‘trap’.)
Launch loads for a STOBAR design are not as bad as for a catapult launch, but the
loads on the nose leg are still non-trivial.
The main challenge for Typhoon is that the basic airframe has been very
aggressively pared down to minimum weight. The aircraft suffered a major weight
escalation during design, and every part of the airframe was examined again and
again for chances to reduce weight (as an example, every nut and screw was pared
down to the minimum length and size to save weight – as a result, a single access
panel on the fuselage has over twenty different length screws used). The structural
modifications required for any effective carrier operations would, without doubt,
require a major airframe redesign. An excellent example is the BAE proposal for a
redesigned landing gear. The existing design was carefully chosen for lowest weight,
least impact on fuel volume, and least interference with under wing stores. The new
design would increase all these penalties, and it is not surprising that BAE is
proposing the addition of conformal tanks that supposedly have no drag penalty. ( If
they do not provide lift, they will certainly provide extra weight and drag – giving
less range/fewer weapons/ lower combat speed.) The landing gear is in the very
core of the airframe, and such a new gear would inevitably lead to a new centre
fuselage at least.
x) Finally, during the previous UK studies, BAE proposed that the landing area of the
ship’s deck should be ‘sprung to reduce gear loads’. This quite impractical scheme
was an indicator of how tight the airframe loading issues were for any navalised
Typhoon, and how little appreciation the Warton team had for maritime aircraft
operations. In summary, Typhoon represents a poor starting point for a naval
aircraft, and structural modification for naval operations would present massive
technical risk which would inevitably carry a major price tag. It strains credulity,
and is most unfortunate, that BAE are claiming that this is not the case.

Annex B, paragraph 3.
5.
“According to Paul Hopkins, Vice President Business Development (Air) at BAE Systems,
simulation tests of a ‘navalised Typhoon’ show the aircraft can take off and land with full
mission payload, including two ‘Storm Shadow’ cruise missiles, four BVR missiles, two short
range missiles.”
6.

Comment.
a) Simulation. It would appear that Paul Hopkins’ enthusiasm for a ‘navalised Typhoon’
operational capability from carriers is based upon BAE simulations that do not take into
account the realities of flying from the deck at sea (see comments at 14, above).
b) Mission Payload.
The feasibility and practicability of the Typhoon returning to the deck and landing
with this full mission payload (as well as the extra weight incurred by a major
airframe modification and strengthening and the addition of conformal fuel tanks)
14

again calls into question the validity of the internal BAE mission simulation. The F35C, which is a dedicated naval aircraft design, and much larger than a Typhoon,
would not be able to recover to the deck with such a payload. See Annex C.
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Annex D: “Hands on” carrier deck landing expertise examines BAE’s
predictions.
1.
Landing on board a conventional aircraft carrier in a fighter aircraft presents significant
challenges that are not experienced when operating from an airfield ashore. Deck landing into
arrestor wires by day is a high workload, high skill evolution requiring 100% concentration and
extremely precise control of speed, aircraft attitude and glide path (in the vertical as well as the
lateral sense). Any diversion from the prescribed approach parameters can and does result in
various undesirable effects:
a) Too high an approach speed can cause the hooked wire to break leaving the aircraft
with not enough residual speed to take off again but too much speed to stop on the
deck: resulting in the loss of the aircraft.
b) Aircraft attitude (the angle of attack that the aircraft wings are presented to the air
stream) must be accurately controlled. Too high a nose attitude at the prescribed
speed will cause the loss lift from the wing surfaces and the aircraft will rapidly sink
towards the stern of the ship. Too low a nose attitude will result in an increase in air
speed, giving the aircraft to much inertia for the arrestor wire to cope with – and the
latter will break.
c) Maintenance of the prescribed glide path as given by the stabilised landing sight is
necessary to ensure that the hook does indeed catch a wire. If you are too low on the
glide path, the hook can bounce over all the wires (or you may crash into the stern of
the ship). If you are too high on the glide slope, your hook will miss the wires.
In other words, the correct air speed, attitude/angle of attack and glide slope must be
maintained in a stable fashion all the way down the approach path to the deck.
2.
This means that the inertia of the aircraft, both horizontal and vertical, remains constant
to the touchdown point: there is no reduction in rate of descent of the aircraft (as with landing
on an airfield) and the forces that the aircraft under-carriage has to contain are markedly
higher. Some have observed in the past that a carrier deck landing is almost akin to a “crash on
deck” – the forces involved are so large. The undercarriage strength also has to take account of
the movement of the ship, particularly a pitching deck and “ship heave”:
a) The Pitching Deck. With the deck pitching around the ship’s centre of gravity in
heavy seas a severe upward momentum of the deck can be experienced at the
touchdown point. This upward momentum needs to be taken into account in
undercarriage strength as it represents to the undercarriage an increased
downward force of the aeroplane on touchdown.
b) Ship Heave. This is caused by the ship being moved bodily up and down by heavy
seas and has a similar impact on required undercarriage strength to the effects of
ship pitch.
3.
The prescribed glide path for deck landing (as indicated by the deck landing sight) is, by
virtue of simple geometry, steeper than that experienced ashore. On land, the prescribed glide
path is 3°. But the land is stationary. With the ship moving at up to 30 kn away from the aircraft
on the approach, the deck landing sight it is set at 4° which gives the aircraft an approach path
through the air of just 3°. Aircraft handling for maintaining the glide slope is therefore the same
for landings ashore and on the deck. It is of course important to recognise that if the ship’s deck
is pitching 2°, this leaves only 1° of clearance between the aircraft flight path and the stern of
the ship. Any reduction in the prescribed glide path and this clearance, through for example the
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adoption of a flared landing technique, would therefore be totally unacceptable from a practical
and a flight safety point of view.
4.
The touchdown area where the tail hook of the aircraft catches the arrestor wire is
extremely small and any lapse in concentration can cause pilots to miss the wires completely or,
catastrophically, impact the stern of the ship. As if this was not enough, the flow of the wind
over the deck often creates a ‘burble’ just behind the ship. This has to be anticipated by the pilot
by applying a small amount of power. Even in calm, benign sea conditions this represents a
major challenge to any carrier deck pilot.
5.
When an aircraft lands ashore on an airfield it encounters a ‘ground cushion’ when its
height above the ground is at about 10 feet. This condition is caused by the interaction between
the flat surface of the ground and the airflow across the aircraft’s wings. This automatically
causes a reduction in the rate of descent of the aircraft, a side-effect of which is that the aircraft
stays airborne longer and touches down further along the runway. If the pilot also reduces rate
of descent by flaring the aircraft, the ground cushion effect will be exaggerated and the aircraft
will touch down smoothly further down the runway without placing heavy forces on the
undercarriage system. Catching a wire using this technique would be extremely difficult if not
impossible.
6.
When landing on a carrier, with the deck approximately 60 feet above the sea surface,
there is no ground cushion. If there was, it would make landing on board more difficult and
more dangerous because the essence of a good approach to the deck is to continue the
prescribed glide slope all the way to the deck without any reduction (or increase) in the steady
rate of descent. This allows the point of impact of the deck hook on the deck to be more
precisely achieved – allowing the aircraft to “catch a wire”. Any flaring prior to touch down
(even the smallest amount) will cause the aircraft to miss the wires. A side-effect of this type of
approach is that a heavy force is applied to the landing gear on touchdown and, hence, the
landing gear needs to be much more robust (and heavy) than its land-based counterpart. See
paragraph 2 above.
7.
The arresting hook system appears simple but represents a major challenge for aircraft
design. The dynamic interaction between the aircraft and the arresting system at around 135
knots is massive, and reliably bringing aircraft to a halt in around 350 feet is a difficult and
dangerous evolution.
8.
The “burble” behind the ship, as referred to in paragraph 1 above, can cause an increase
in the rate of descent of the aircraft as it approaches the stern of the ship. An obvious danger,
this has to be anticipated by the pilot by applying a small amount of power in order to maintain
the prescribed flight path to the required impact point of the deck hook amidst the wires. If too
much power is applied, the aircraft rate of descent will be reduced and the aircraft will flare,
missing the wires.
9.
The suggestion in the earlier BAE studies that the Typhoon would be able to make a
precisely flown, flared landing on deck is at best highly risky and runs counter to the experience
earned in the last hundred years of carrier operations. This places BAE’s simulations and
assurances in perspective.
10.
When you are learning to deck land, one of the golden rules is to always concentrate on
the cues given by the deck landing sight and NEVER to attempt to “fly the deck” (which is
precisely what a flared landing would require). That is because the landing site is fully stabilised
and is positioned so that if you do follow its cues, your hook will catch a wire because you are
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maintaining the prescribed steady glide path all the way to the deck. The deck can move
considerably in heavy seas and that movement must be totally ignored by the pilot if he is to
land on board safely.
11.
In rough seas with the ship pitching, rolling and heaving, the challenge becomes much
greater. Conducting night deck landings in poor weather represents the most difficult and
challenging flying task that any military pilot will face in any environment. In such conditions it
is quite impossible for a pilot to “fly the deck” or to employ a flared landing technique. It could
be possible that BAE would propose some form of highly assisted or fully automated landing
system to take the pilot out of the loop. Again, such a proposal would be extremely risky and
carry major development costs.
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